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NOTE
This presentation has been prepared to
assist workplace parties in understanding
their rights and duties under the
Occupational Health and Safety Act (OHSA)
and its regulations. This presentation does
not constitute legal advice. To determine
your rights and duties under OHSA, please
contact your legal counsel or refer to the
legislation.
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Phase 1 and Phase 2
• This province-wide initiative
• Does not include multipoint suspended work platforms )

• From July 2 to September 27,

• Phase 1: Compliance assistance
– Dates: July 2 to September 27, 2019
– Partner: Infrastructure Health and Safety Association

• Phase 2: Focused inspections
– Dates: August 6 to September 27, 2019
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SAE Regulatory Amendment Jan 1 2017
• An amendment to the construction regulation for SAE

• Sections 136.01 to 142.06 added introducing
– Mandated training requirements for workers who may use or
inspect suspended access equipment.

– Enhanced design, operational, technical and engineering
requirements for SAE;
– Strengthened inspection, testing and maintenance requirements
for SAE
– Added Requirements for roof plans and site-specific work plans
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What to Expect During an
Inspection
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Inspector Powers Under OHSA
• During a proactive inspection, inspectors will enforce the
OHSA based on the facts at the time of the inspection.
• An inspector has the right to enter and be granted access to
all areas of the workplace.
• When a ministry occupational health and safety inspector
arrives at your workplace, they will introduce themselves,
explain the reason for the visit and ask to have a worker and
management representative accompany them during the
inspection.
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• The Inspector may conduct an administrative review and a
physical inspection of the workplace.
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If an Inspector Finds a Contravention
Under the OHSA
• The inspector will explain the contravention and may refer the
workplace to an HSA for compliance assistance.
• An order may also be issued and the employer must comply.
• Inspectors issue stop work orders where an immediate threat to
worker health and safety has been observed.
• A field visit report outlining the details of the visit including orders
issued, will be provided to the employer.

For more information, please visit:
https://www.labour.gov.on.ca/english/hs/pubs/ohs_inspections.php
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Definition
Rated Platform Capacity (SWL) 137.1
• Determined by the manufacturer
– the combined weight of occupants, tools, equipment and
other material (live load) that can be safely carried by a
suspended work platform, work platform module or
boatswain’s chair.
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Definitions
Allowable Suspended load vs
Rated Platform Capacity
• Allowable Suspended Load
– This is the total weight of everything suspended below the fixed

support and includes the “rated platform capacity” with the addition
of the self-weight (dead load) of the stage, motors of hoisting
devices, suspension lines and power cords.
• Employer Must Ensure
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– any additional loads on the SWP as a result of construction debris
or abrasive blasting grit and other materials do not exceed the rated
loads of the individual components of the suspended work platform
July
23, 2019
and
the rated platform capacity.

SAE Initiative
Inspector Focus
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Notice of SWPS on a Project 7.1
• The inspector will look for the notice of SWPS clearly
visible at the worksite
• A notice of a suspended work platform system (SWPS)
separate and independent from section 6 (NOP).
• submitted at least 48 hours before each new system is
used for the first time at a project
• by fax, in person to MOL office, or electronically on MOL
website. That includes
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New SWPS Notice to be Filed With The MOL
When…
• When a generic SWPS is varied, or moved with a
variation,
• Every time a “site-specific” SWPS is moved (unvaried)
on a project, or is varied,
• Only after a generic SWPS is moved to a new location on
the project, without any variation, does it remain the
same SWPS, and
• no new notification required.
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Hazard of Falling Objects & Public Way
Protection 137.1(6) & 141.5
• 137.1 (6) refers to CSA Standard Z271-10 6.4.5 which
requires a screen, or a physical structure - debris, net, or
catch platform - to protect persons below from an object
falling from a platform.
• 141.5 (1) refers to the written comprehensive work plan
that must include, amongst other things, how to protect
persons below from falling objects
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Public Way Protection Sect 141.5
The inspector will look for
– Fencing to prevent public from accessing area under the
SAE along with signage warning of the hazard above.
– If required a covered way capable of supporting any load
likely to be applied to it that meets other requirements of
sect 64 of Reg 213/91
– Engineered screen or debris netting capable of
withstanding the impact forces
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Screens or Debris Netting on a SWP to Stop
Falling Debris
• Debris netting on the SWP – requires engineering to
address the affect on SWPS load capacity from wind and
other weather conditions (in general SAE not used 40km/h
wind speed or greater, or as per manufacturers specs)
• The inspector may ask to see a site specific written
installation inspection report signed and sealed by a P.Eng
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User Training 138
• If the inspector observes worker(s) on a SWPS or
BC the inspector may ask the worker(s) to provide
written proof of training signed by the person that
provided training dated within the 3 years of the
date.
• User – one who operates, gets on or off and rides
SWPS or BC.
• Includes engineers / consultants riding getting on
and off SWPS
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User Training & Demonstrated Proficiency
• User training must be system and equipment specific
• In addition to receiving adequate oral and written
instructions users must demonstrate proficiency in:
– Selecting, inspecting, donning and using the PPE,
– Rigging Procedures and tying adequate knots,
– Locating fixed supports (as shown on roof plans),
– Safe operation of the system,
17
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– Operating the controls of the system per the
July manufacturer
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DCW (Installer) Training 138.1
• The inspector may ask the DCW to provide written proof
of training signed by the person that provided training
dated within 3 years of the date.

• Only the DCW is permitted to install, dismantle, alter and
inspect (unvaried generic installation 141.7) a SWPS or
BC.
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DCW Training & Demonstrated Proficiency
DCW must demonstrate proficiency in:
• Installing and torqueing rigging hardware,
• Inspecting cable terminations,
• Adequate knot tying,
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• Proper setting up of SAE per instructions, including:
– Selection and use of fixed supports,
– Set up of equipment,
– Using hoists and reeving cables,
– Descent and emergency controls,
– Adjusting for work plans,
| July
23, 2019
– Public
way protection
•

Can The Employer Develop Their Own
Training Programs for Users & DCW’s?
• The employer and third parties are free to develop their
own training programs and training record formats,
provided these meet the minimum requirements listed in
sections 138 for "users", and section 138.1 for
"Designated Competent Workers"
• It is the employer's duty to ensure adequate training,
whether provided by the employer or by a third party.
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Fall Protection Training
Any worker, whether “operating”, or “riding on” suspended
access equipment, must also receive two forms of fall
protection training:
• CPO approved “Working at Heights” training from a CPOapproved training provider [subsection 26.2(1.1) and
• System specific - adequately trained in the use of the
particular fall protection system they will use, and given
adequate oral and written instructions by a competent
person [subsection 26.2(1), O. Reg.
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P.Eng structural integrity Report 137.3

If the inspector determines that the work platform was
designed before January 1, 2017, he/she may ask to see a
copy of the P. Eng stamped and sealed report that confirms
that the structural integrity of the work platform meets the
design requirements of s 137 & 137.1 or is at least equal to
the structural integrity of a work platform designed in
accordance with sections 137 and 137.1.
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Written Inspection Report by DCW for Generic
SWPS or BC installation 141.7
• DCW Inspects the installation and provides written report
stating the installation complies with the drawings
– Before SWPS/PBC is put into service on project, and
– After relocation at project (but before use / returned to
service) as long as the installation is unvaried.
• If the SWPS/BC installation is altered / varied from the
original dwgs it shall be inspected by and a written report
provided by a P. Eng.
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Written Inspection Report by P.Eng for Site
Specific SWPS Installation 141.8
• S-S Drawings must be prepared by P. Eng.
• P. Eng. must inspect SWPS after installation, but before first
use and provide a written report stating it is in compliance with
drawings
– P.Eng shall inspect the s-s installation if varied and after
relocation
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– . The P.Eng cannot delegate a competent person to do the
pre first use inspection on their behalf, however an unvaried
July 23, 2019
relocated SWPS may be inspected by a DCW.

Site Specific DWG for SWPS is Required
141.6(3)
If any of the following apply
• The generic drawing cannot be followed,
• WP Stacked or Tiered Platforms,
• Over 525 Kg,
• Span over 12 m between supports,
• More than 2 primary suspension lines,
• More than 2 hoisting devices,
• Any add-ons banner, netting that might increase
wind loading,
• Over 150 metre total elevation
25
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NDT Testing P.Eng Report 139.1
• Inspectors may ask to see the written annual report signed
and sealed by a P.Eng with an interpretation of the NDT test
results for representative samples.
;From Group 1 or Group 2
• Group 1 – work platform trusses, corner or angled sections
and platform modules
• Group 2 – work platform stirrups, module connectors and end
frames
26
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Annual NDT on Random Selection Critical
Welds on SWP 139.1
• The manufacturer must identify all critical welds on the
design drawings, which are located on the structural
components of the suspended work platform.
• Every supplier or an employer who uses or owns a work
platform must ensure that the NDT requirements are
completed on an annual basis, on each randomly selected
structural component containing critical welds.
• Group 1, 2,
• Table139.1(3)
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NDT Results for SWP Reviewed By A P.Eng
• The person conducting the testing and writing the report,
must meet the requirements stipulated in the CGSB
Standard.

• Person is not required to be a P. Eng.
• However a P. Eng. must review the test results and
prepare a written report
• If any defects found, a P. Eng. shall determine if any
defective components are to be rejected permanently or
pending repair.
28
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Inspection For Damage of Other Remaining
Components 139.1(8)
• All other parts of a suspended work platform not in group
1 or 2 shall be visually inspected for damage

• At least once within the 12-month period preceding its
use on a project and at least once annually while in use
on a project
• The inspector may ask to see the written record of the
inspections, tests, repairs, modifications and maintenance
performed on the components as required under s.140
permanent equipment logs.
29
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Equipment Identification 141(2)
• Certain structural components of suspended access
equipment must be marked with a unique identifier to
ensure the life cycle of each piece is monitored.
• The intent of unique identifiers is to facilitate inspection and
maintenance of work platforms (for traceability in the log)
by making it easy to identify structural components and
welds.
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When no critical welds exist
Insp./Testing/Maintenance of SWPS under
s.139 still applies
• 139 always applies while 139.1 for NDT triggered where
critical welds exist.
• Even if no critical welds are identified by the manufacturer
the employer using SWPS shall ensure that prior to the first
use requirements under 139 are complied with.

• The entire system, including its suspension lines,
anchorage connectors have been inspected, tested and
31 | July 23, 2019
maintained in accordance with …………

When no critical welds exist
Insp./Testing/Maintenance of SWPS under
s.139 still applies
• This Regulation,
• The manufacturer’s instructions, and
• Clause 11 (Inspection and Testing) and Clause 12
(Maintenance) of CSA Standard Z271-10
• Where there is disagreement between the above the more
strict recommendation or requirement shall be followed.
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139(1)(2) - "Pre-service"
Insp./Testing/Maintenance Criteria for SWPS
• The inspector may ask to see the written report,
• Signed and sealed by a P. Eng. or by

• The DCW as the case may be
• Verifying that the equipment and attachments in question
comply with CSA Standard Z271-10 Clause 11 & 12
33
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SWPS Permanent Equipment Logs 140
Clause 13 Of CSA Standard Z271-10
• All records of any inspections, tests, repairs,
modifications and maintenance required in section 139
performed on the components of any suspended work
platform system must be added to the permanent
equipment log for each component, as per section 140.
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• The inspector may request to see a record / logs of all
the inspections, tests, repairs, modifications and
maintenance performed on the components of the
| suspended work platform system.
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FIXED SUPPORTS

& ROOF PLANS, SECT 141

• The inspector may ask the constructor to see a
copy of roof plan for the building or structure and a
written assessment by P.Eng that the roof anchor
fixed supports are adequate or are not adequate
for the purposes of attaching work platforms,
boatswain’s chairs and lifelines.
• The written doc should reference that the fixed
anchors meet the requirements of clause 10.1.2
(Roof
Plan) of CSA Standard Z271-10;
|
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FIXED SUPPORTS

CONT’D

• If anchors are inadequate the inspector will ask to see the
project specific design drawings and written
procedures from a professional engineer that indicates
the manner in which the suspended work platform system
or boatswain’s chair and lifelines, must be supported from
the building or structure during the project.
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Samples of Roof Anchors
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Permanent Equipment Logs for Fixed
Anchors Sect 141 on a Building
• The inspector may request from the Constructor or bldg.
owner to see permanent record / logs of all the inspections,
tests, repairs, modifications and maintenance performed on
the components of the roof anchors. (140)
• The inspector will check that the last date of the fixed anchor
inspection by a P.Eng was done within a 12-month period
of using the anchors for the SAE.
• No fixed support shall be used until the employer or
constructor has ensured that the fixed support has been
inspected, maintained and tested as required by this section,
39
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New or Altered Anchorage Connector 141.7
• The anchorage connectors also fall under the definition for a fixed
support and Includes base plate and eye loop (which is affixed to
the anchorage) but does not include the tie-back rigging
hardware.
• AC tested to resist a prescribed load application of 11.1 kN
without pulling out from the anchor or deforming under the load
141.1(6)
• New or altered anchorage connectors shall be inspected and
tested by an engineer or the engineer’s delegate prior to first use
to verify compliance with the design drawings and with clause 13
(Equipment Log) of CSA Standard Z271-10.
|

• Noted in the Permanent Equipment logs (140)
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Anchorage Connector 141.1(7)
• The anchorage connectors for supporting the suspended
work platform system shall be designed in accordance
with 137.1 (3)
• For SWPS with a span between adjacent points of
greater than 12 metres and up to 30 metres (max
permitted span between 2 suspension points)
• In order to support the allowable suspended load and the
minimum live loads for the length of the suspended work
platform to be used 141.1(7).
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Site-specific Work Plan Section 141.5
The inspector may ask to see:
• The DCW’s risk assessment to identify hazards that may arise
from use of the suspended work platform system or
boatswain’s chair with reference to the nature of the
workplace, the type of work and the conditions of work.
• Prior to first use of a SWPS or BC on a project, employer
must ensure a "competent person develops procedures to
install, move and dismantle the suspended work platform
system or boatswain’s chair and that the procedures are
implemented
• Provide a copy to workers using SWPS/BC, and
| July 23, 2019 it with workers
•42 Review

Site-specific Work Plan Section 141.5
The inspector may look for the following in the s-s work
plan:
– Written emergency rescue procedures,
–

Site-specific risk assessment (hazard ID),

–

Rated platform capacity of SWP or BC,

–

–
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Weight of all materials, tools and equipment allowed to
be on SWP or BC,
Method of attachment of all lines to fixed supports
shown on roof plan (s. 141.2),

July 23, 2019

Cont’d s-s Work Plan Section 141.5
Electrical hazards including minimum distances when
approaching electrical conductors,
Maximum number of workers allowed on SWP/BC,
Arrangements for each location it will be used on the
project;
Weight distribution plan to not exceed the design
capacity;
Maximum allowable amount or weight (and permissible
locations) of debris, grit and other materials on SWP, and
44
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other required written information as per s.s 141.5 more
July 23, 2019
tailored
details

SAE Initiative
Inspector Focus
Project Specific Requirements
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142 - Posted Conspicuously on Equipment

The inspector will look for
• rated platform capacity of is posted conspicuously
suspended work platform, work platform module or
boatswain’s chair

• No SWPS/BC must be overloaded.
46
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Rated Platform Capacity
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Section 142.01 - Hoist Labels
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Suspension Lines for SWPS & PBC 142.1

49

The inspector will look for:
• The SWPS lines are made of wire rope
• Vertical from fixed support,
• Parallel to other suspension lines,
• Extend to ground or have positive stops,
• Connecting end with thimble adequately fastened,
Manufactured for SWP/BC,
– Installed as per manufacturer's instructions
• NEW - U-type rope clamps may not be used on
suspension lines or tie-backs.
• A double-saddle clamp is an example of a rope clamp
| that
July 23, 2019
may be used.

Section 142.01
A U-type rope clamp shall not be
used on a suspension line or tieback
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142.02 - Suspension Line Termination Testing
and Protection
The inspector may ask to see:
• Testing records for wire rope terminations
• Per termination as per manufacturer's instructions,
and
• To a maximum of 50% of the wire rope's nominal or
minimum breaking strength stated on the record
• intent is to avoid having users make site-built
terminations on primary suspension lines.
51
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Failed Wire Rope Termination
regulatory
requirement for
wire rope
termination
testing
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Thimble And Testing Of Suspension Line
Termination

Thimble
Sec. 142.01

Tag may contain
information
regarding testing
Sec. 142.02

53
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Suspension Lines for BC with Descent Control
Device
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• May be wire ropes or organics or polymer fibre (exception)
The inspector will ensure:
• Organic or Polymer Fibre BC Suspension Lines must be:
– Permanently marked with 'in-service' date,
– Doubled from fixed support to ground or egress level,
– Tested by recognized testing laboratory after 2 years, and
then once every 12 months for:
• Abrasion wear,
• Good to 80% of rated breaking strength
• BC with descent control device: verify
– Maximum 90 m vertical travel
corrosives, mechanical grinding, or flame-cutting (with
| –
JulyNo
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fibre ropes)

Daily Pre-Use Inspections 142.04

The inspector may look for evidence of:
• Daily pre-use inspection report by DCW

• Before first use each day, a Competent Worker
must:
– Identify any defects/hazardous conditions in writing,
– SWPS/BC must not be used until corrected/removed,
– Keep a copy of inspection report for inspector review.
55
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142.05 - Pre-Use Function Testing - Work
Platform & Powered Boatswain's Chair
• A competent worker must perform a functional test of Work
Platform or Powered Boatswain's Chair to check operation
against manufacturer's instructions:
• Before first use (in-service),
• After relocation (before use), and

• Each day before use,
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• The work platform or powered boatswain’s chair shall not
be raised more than 30 cm during the functional test
unless it has a hoisting device equipped with a remote
| July 23, 2019
operating device

SAE Initiative
Inspector Focus
Fall Protection Systems
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Inspectors Will Be Looking For
The Following Regarding Fall
Prevention In Addition To WAH
And Site/Equipment Specific
Worker Training

58
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SWP Fall Protection System 142.06
• A SWP shall have a guardrail system around its periphery that

• meets the system specification requirements of clause 6.4
(Guardrail System) of CSA Standard Z271-10,(sect 142.06)
• Clause 6.4 (Guardrail System) of CSA Standard Z271-10,is an
exception to s. 26.3 for guardrail for SWPS.
• The front portion (i.e., the side that is adjacent to the building
or structure) of a guardrail system on SWP may be made
removable for construction work, for the worker to get on or off
provided
– platform is not raised or lowered with the guardrail portion
removed;
59

–| SWP
must be restrained to the structure 142.06(1)
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Fall Protection System 142.06
• Worker full body harness connected to a fall arrest system at
all times including when getting on or getting off SWP/BC.
• Life line shall be attached to its own fixed anchor that has
been tested for structural integrity as required sect 141 fixed
supports.
• Exception: Lifeline may be secured to WP if the WP has more
than one means of suspension, so that a failure of one means
of suspension will not cause a collapse of the SWP. 142.06(4)
.60
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The size of the Gap Between SWP and
Structure
• No prescribed distance but at inspectors
discretion any unnecessary gap between SWP
and structure that could pose a fall hazard to a
worker, an order will be issued under clause 25
(2)(h) of OHSA every reasonable precaution

61
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Fall Protection System - Life lines 142.06
• Suspended independently form SWP/BC,
• Secured to fixed support so that it will not fail if SWP/BC
fails,
• Protected from damage and abrasion, and
• (if subjected to wind conditions),
• Not more than 150 m below fixed support, and
• If more than 100 m below fixed support, restrained near
midpoint.
62
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Life Line labels 26.1(3)
• Vertical lifeline manufactured terminations and certification
labels requirements shall meet all requirements of the CSA
Standard CAN/CSA-Z 259.2.5-12: Fall Arresters and
Vertical Lifelines.
• Has a label attached as required by the CSA Standard pparagraph 2 of subs. 26.1(3) of the Construction
Regulation states the following with respect to fall arresters
and vertical lifelines:
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RESTRAINING SWP
SWP Hangers/Securing to Structure 142.06(5)

• For suspension heights of 15 m or greater, SWP
must be secured to structure, if practicable
• Inspector will look for the hazard associated with
line slipping around the corner of a building, if the
hazard is present it is expected that the situation
will have been addressed by a P.Eng.
64
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SWP Hangers/Securing to Structure
142.06(5)
• In regards to the requirements for restraint for a platform that is suspended
15-45 m, the P.Eng. has the option of providing an angulated roping or the
engagement as specified in Section 9.5. in lieu of retraining to structure.
• Either method shall be designed by a P.Eng. The term angulated roping is
defined in the Standard.
• Angulated roping — a system of platform suspension in which the upper
suspension points are closer to the plane of the building or structure face
than the corresponding attachment points on the platform, thus causing the
platform to press against the face of the building or structure.
65
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SAE Initiative
FAQ
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Inadequate Site Work Plan
If a hazardous condition is identified that is not
addressed in the written site-specific work plan,
and/or the plan does not include measures to be
taken to protect workers from that hazardous
condition the inspector shall issue a stop work
order under Section 57 (6)(b) (If compliance time
unknown)
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Knots in lifelines
Knots are not permitted at either ends (live end
and dead end) of a vertical lifeline unless they are
manufactured termination knots that are tested in
accordance with the CSA standard and not job
applied knots. Life lines should extend to the
ground and be connected to the fixed anchor with
the prescribed anchor connector

68
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What other types of clamps other than doublesaddle type are allowed?

There may be other types of clamps on the market that
meet the safety requirements of the regulation. This
would be assessed by the inspector on a case by case
basis.
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Can Parapet Clamps be Used as Anchors for
Tiebacks and/or Lifelines?
The intended purpose of most parapet clamps is to transfer a
gravity load from a suspension line to a wall; technically, most
parapet clamps are suspension devices. Using such parapet
clamps as an anchor point for tie-backs or lifelines could change the
loading direction on the parapet clamp.

Parapet Clamp as Anchor for Tie-Back or Lifeline
• A parapet clamp may be used as a temporary anchor point for tiebacks for swing stages and boatswains chairs, provided the
employer has confirmation and approval from the manufacturer or
a P. Eng., verifying that the change of loading direction will not
affect the structural integrity of the device.
70
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Keep Your Promise

Do Your Part
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Suspended Work
Platform
Systems

Communication
Outreach

Events

IHSA and the Ministry of Labour (MOL) are combining efforts

Starting with the IHSA/MOL webinar, the IHSA will be at a

to raise awareness and support compliance efforts among

variety of different industry tradeshows over the course of

companies in the area of slips trips and falls. The end goal of

the year which will be used as a method of distributing the

the initiative is to reduce the number incidents occurring on

resources and information being communicated through

Ontario jobsites.

the initiative.

Resources

Campaign Layers
Utilizing the momentum from the KYP advertising strategy,

To further support the KYP ad campaign, as well as highlight

IHSA will seek to supplement the ad campaign through a few

system priority (SAE), IHSA has developed a resources

different mediums. The first initiative involves the Falls poster

which will coincide with the initiative and be shipped to order,

(now available), which will roll into the initiative schedule, and

or available for download – free of charge.

then be supported by kit distribution and social media hits,
finally ending with trade publication advertising.
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Do Your Part – Keep Your
Promise

KEY INFORMATION
that include the following controls:

73

Develop Safe Work Procedures

Fatalities
In 2018 there were 25 Fatalities on Jobsites in Ontario. Out of those 25, 15 were related to falls. Most of these were a result
of a fall from a height where guardrails and other fall protection equipment is required but some where from heights low than
that.
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•

Worker fell from a platform and sustained critical injuries. Workers were installing a platform around a piece of equipment.

•

Worker fell from scaffold on new home site; sustained critical injuries, then succumbed to injuries.

•

Worker fell four storeys through an opening at the project while working on the exterior of a building.

•

While installing a light fixture, worker received an electric shock and fell 13 feet to the ground.

•

Worker fell 9' resulting in fatal injuries. Worker was constructing the work platform which failed while he was on it.

•

Worker on construction site at west end of airport was up on a roof and fell approx. 25ft.

•

While doing general clean-up of debris at a renovation site, worker fell through the floor from main floor to the basement.

•

Worker, approx. 70 years (painter), fell off a ladder on residential construction site

•

2 Workers fell from a roof.

•

A worker building a deck fell 18-20' to the ground; opening on deck without guardrail.

•

Worker fell from 2nd floor to basement; worker succumbed to injuries

•

Worker fell from the roof of an apartment building.

•

Worker fell 20 to 30 feet from elevating work platform to the ground.

•

Worker fell from ladder.

Do Your Part – Keep Your Promise

IHSA Resources:
Falls Awareness Campaign Information - IHSA has developed information materials to help hold a successful discussion on the
topic of safely working at heights. The free, downloadable resources such as safety talks, magazines and brochures will be
available at: ihsa.ca/falls or by emailing doyourpart@ihsa.ca a package of printed materials.
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Awareness Posters

Smart Phone App

IHSA Magazine

Safety Talks

WAH Reference Guide

Ihsa.ca Website

Construction Health and
Safety Manual

Training Catalogue

Fall Protection Work Plan

Awareness Stickers

Do Your Part – Keep Your Promise

ohsguide.ihsa.ca
https://www.ihsa.ca/Topics-Hazards/Suspended-AccessEquipment.aspx
https://www.ihsa.ca/Training/Courses/Suspended-AccessEquipment-Users.aspx
https://www.ihsa.ca/Training/Courses/Suspended-WorkPlatform-System-Installers.aspx
https://www.ihsa.ca/Training/Courses/Suspended-AccessEquipment-–-Planners.aspx
http://www.ihsa.ca/rtf/health_safety_manual/pdfs/equipment/SA
E.pdf
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Do Your Part – Keep Your Promise

